Tour Code: KOR(JEJU/BUS)-8D-AP

8D6N Best of Korea Jeju / Busan
Singapore / Incheon
Incheon / Singapore

SQ 600

SQ 601

**4-5 STARS HOTEL

Fly by Air Premia

ETD 0805 / ETA 1530

ETD 1635 / ETA 2220

SINGAPORE / INCHEON
INCHEON / SINGAPORE

YP632
YP631

ETD 0320 / ETA 1040
ETD 2040 / ETA 0200

 2 Nights @ Jeju

 1 Night @ Daegu
 3 Nights @ Seoul

SEOUL






Lotte Seoul Sky
Lotte World Theme Park
Gyeongbok Palace
Hongdae Shopping Street
Bukchun Hanok Village

BUSAN/DAEGU





Haedong Yonggungsa Temple
Korea Santorini Village
Jagalchi Fish Market
Dongseongno Street

JEJU




Seongsan Sunrise Peak
Yongduam Rock
Seongeup Folk Village
Ice Museum+3D (Trick) Art
+5D Theatre

MEALS


6 B’fast, 6 Lunches, 4 Dinners

Day 01 : SINGAPORE

Incheon

(Lunch / Dinner)
Assemble at Singapore Changi International Airport for your flight to Incheon. Annyeong-Haseyo !
Welcome to Seoul. Meet and greet by local guide. First stop, we will travel to Seoul and proceed to
N Seoul Tower (Observation deck at own expenses) commonly known as the Namsan Tower for
photostop. At 236m, it marks the highest point in Seoul and you will be able to capture mesmerising
panoramic views of the city. After which, we will proceed to dinner. After dinner, transfer to hotel
and check in.
Seoul Glad Hotel or similar

DAY 02 : SEOUL CITY TOUR

GIMPO DOMESTIC AIRPORT- JEJU

(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
This morning, visit the majestic Gyeongbok Palace, the perfect way to enjoy the majestic Chosan
Dynasty Palace. One of the most beautiful & largest palaces in Seoul. Here you will also get to don
on traditional Korean dress and stroll through the palace ground in a Hanbok dress up. Thereafter,
transfer to the airport for your domestic flight to Jeju. Once arrival, we will visit Yongduam Rock –
This popular ocean front Volcanic Rock formation in the shape of a Dragon’s Had is among the most
visited sites on the Island. Next, will visit the Ice Museum, 3D (Trick) Art + 5D Theatre. Enjoy taking
the photo at the museum. After dinner, transfer back to hotel and check in. (*Gyeongbokgung will
be replaced with other palace if closed)
Jeju Best Western or similar.

DAY 03 : JEJU TOUR

(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
This morning will travel towards the eastern end of Jeju Island to Seongsan Sunrise Peak a UNESCO
World Heritage Site, fame for the panoramic view of the Korea Straits. Next, proceed to Seopjikoji
which is a scenic plateau. Enjoy lunch at Seongeup Folk Village. After lunch, will head to Camellia
Hill where your heart melts and your dormant passion comes back to life as you gaze upon the red
camellia flowers blooming the cold winter.
Jeju Best Western or similar.

DAY 04 : JEJU

GIMPO DOMESTIC AIRPORT – BUSAN - DAEGU

(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)
After breakfast, take a domestic flight back to Busan. Upon arrival at Busan visit the Haedong Yonggungsa Temple. After that head to Korea Santorini
village-Gamcheon Culture Village one of the city's poorer shanty areas. With houses built in Staircase-fashion on the foothills of a coastal mountain,
steep streets, twisting alleys, and brightly painted houses, it was their own Santorini. Next we will visit the famous Jagalchi Fish Market; Korea’s
largest seafood market along shore side of the sea port. After, cross over to Nampo-dong and PIFF Plaza. Continue your journey to Daegu and prepare
for a shopping spree at Dongseongno Street a major fashion district in Daegu.
Daegu Inter-Burgo EXCO Hotel/Daegu Grand Hotel or similar.

DAY 05 : DAEGU - SEOUL

(Breakfast/Lunch)
After breakfast, leave Daegu enjoy a relaxing coach ride back to Seoul. Next get ready to enjoy your fun filled day @ LOTTE WORLD Adventure.
Lotte World is a major recreation complex in Seoul, South Korea. It consists of the world's largest indoor theme park, an outdoor amusement park
called "Magic Island", an artificial island inside a lake linked by monorail, shopping malls, a luxury hotel, a Korean folk museum, sports facilities, and
movie theatres. After your fun at the theme park make your way up to the Lotte Seoul Sky and access to Sky Deck via sky shuttle to enjoy the
panoramic view of Seoul city.
Seoul Glad Hotel or similar.

Day 06 : Seoul City tour
(Breakfast/ Lunch)
Morning, begin a city tour drive-pass the official home of South Korea’s President “Blue House “and make a stop at the Ginseng monopoly for its
widely acclaimed natural product of Korea. Stop by Korean Cosmetic Shop, a multi label shop with that offers diverse products ranging from skin
care to body and hair care. Duty Free Shop is a one-stop shopping complex providing over 30 boutiques that offer shoppers a wide range of products.
Followed by Hongdae Shopping Street, one of the major markets in Korea specializing in fashion clothing.. Lastly, we will stop at Myeongdong a
popular and one of the key shopping districts in Seoul.
Seoul Glad Hotel or similar.

Day 07: Seoul – Incheon

Singapore (Arrive on Day 08 at 0200am)

(Breakfast / MOB)
After breakfast, we will proceed visit and learn about healthcare at Healthy Liver Center, the medicinal concoction is well known for its liver
detoxification functions. Take a walk at Shinchon Women Street for some fashion shopping if time permit. Before we head to the airport for your
flight back home, we will stop by a Local Provision Shop for some last minute shopping. Arrival in Singapore with fond memories of Korea with WTS
Travel.

Travelling
Period

19Nov,01Dec,,08Dec,15Dec

SINGLE

TWIN/TRIPLE

CHILD WITH
BED

CHILD NO BED

$2088

$1688

$1688

$1288

** Fare EXCLUSIVE of Airport taxes and Fuel taxes (Estimate at $185) and tipping (KRW7000 (Estimate $7.50-$8) per day **Tipping to Tour Leader (if
any) – SGD$2 per day per pax

Remarks :








The Company reserves the right to alter tour itineraries, travel arrangements and
accommodation due to Unforeseen changes, weather conditions, Vaccinated
Travel Lane rules and PCR procedure.
Tour itinerary, Hotel details and inclusions are based on English itinerary.
Tour is conducted in Mandarin unless otherwise stated.
Itinerary may be subject to change due to circumstances beyond the
Company’s control.
Proposed changes, if any, that are not accepted will be subject to the refund
provisions set out in The Terms and Conditions.

Early Bird Discount
2Adults +2Childs *-$600*
2Adults +1Child *-$500*
3Adults *-$600*
2Adults *-$400*



2A-$250

